Stars and Strikes Family Entertainment Centers is a locally owned and operated organization established in 2005. Our mission is to provide quality guest service for families, corporate clients and other groups so that they may have fun while enjoying great entertainment options and amazing food. We are “not” just a bowling alley, we are a state of the art entertainment facility. With eleven locations in the metro Atlanta area (and Alabama), we are on the lookout for bright, motivated individuals to join our talented team of professionals today!

**Position Summaries**

- **Arcade Attendant** – An Arcade Attendant is responsible for providing an exciting, entertaining, and fun environment for all guests of Stars and Strikes. Essential duties of this position include: interacting with all guests to handle any questions or inquiries during their visit to the arcade, bumper cars and laser tag ensuring a safe playing environment. Arcade attendants also participate in the Stars and Strikes Adopt-A-Game Program insuring cleanliness, optimal game playability, and cosmetic attractiveness of all games and/or attractions as assigned by the Management Team.

- **Bowling Counter** – A Bowling Counter Team Member is committed to providing Stars and Strikes guests with excellent service. Essential duties of this position include: greeting guests in a friendly and courteous manner, ensuring guest needs are met and have a thorough knowledge of all specials, promotions, and providing suggestions. You will often be the guest’s first impression of Stars and Strikes.

- **Servers** – As a Server, you will be responsible for ensuring that Stars and Strikes guests have a satisfying and fun dining experience. Essential duties of this position include greeting guests, following the Steps of Service, answering menu related questions, communicating with kitchen staff, preparing drinks and food garnishes, preparing itemized checks for guests, cleaning assigned areas, and additional related duties as needed.

- **Bartenders** – As a Bartender, you must be friendly, outgoing, and possess great communication skills. You must be knowledgeable of a wide range of drink recipes and able to mix drinks quickly and accurately. Essential duties include: filling drink orders directly from guests and servers, working well with staff to ensure that Stars and Strikes guests receive prompt and great service, and additional duties as assigned by management.

- **Janitors** – A Janitor is responsible for ensuring your Stars and Strikes facility is clean, orderly and in great condition for Stars and Strikes guests. Essential duties include cleaning facility floors, restrooms, spills, doors, and additional facility property and equipment. You may make minor repairs in the facility, notify managers of facility repairs and additional related duties as needed.

- **710 Grille Host/Hostess** – As a Host/Hostess, you will be the initial contact for Stars and Strikes guests and responsible for providing a FUN and WOW experience. Essential duties of the position include: greeting, seating and presenting clean menus to guests in a friendly, professional and quick manner.
- **Party Host/Hostess** – As a Party Host/Hostess, you will be responsible for creating a fun, exciting, and memorable experience for birthday child and their guests. Host/Hostess duties include: engaging with your assigned birthday party from start to finish, wearing the required props, proper party set up/break down, staying with your birthday party for the entire duration of the event, excellent party execution at all times and making the birthday child feel extra special.

- **Line Cooks** – As a Line Cook, you will be responsible for quickly preparing delicious, high-quality meals, working as a team, and maintaining a clean work environment. Essential duties include: maintaining high hygienic standards, strong food and menu knowledge, and thrive in a fast-paced, high-volume environment.

- **Dishwashers** – As a Dishwasher, you will be responsible for cleaning, restocking dishware and maintaining the Back of the House appearance as a clean, safe and sanitary facility. You will be responsible for maintaining cleanliness and sanitation standards for any, tableware, cooking utensils, etc., using machine and manual cleaning methods.

- **Lane Technicians** – Lane Technicians perform preventative maintenance and repair of automatic bowling lane equipment (e.g., cleans, waxes and patches bowling pins, pinsetters, lanes and approaches; maintains and replaces conveyor belts, fuses, and indicator lights; repairs and adjusts ball returns, score tables, foul lights and telescores). The lane technician must also maintain and repair other building equipment such as electrical fixtures and other areas as assigned. This position requires previous mechanical knowledge or experience.

- **Game Technicians** – Game Technician provides mechanical and electronic services to video games. The game technician also repairs arcade games malfunctions, inspects machines, conduct tests on the machines and order replacement parts. This position requires previous mechanical knowledge or experience.

- **Escape Room Attendant** – As a Game Master or Game Host you will ensure our Guests receive our signature 5-Star Guest experience. You will need to be extremely comfortable communicating and working with our Guests throughout their entire live escape game experience and will also be contributing to a dynamic team working in a fast-paced environment!

**Apply Online at** [www.starsandstrike.com](http://www.starsandstrike.com) **or email your resume to Recruiting Coordinator, Megan Voth, at mvoth@starsandstrikes.org.**

Be sure to follow us on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and LinkedIn to be informed of the dates for our upcoming hiring events.